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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to provide a comprehensive insight to Educational Data Mining and its utilization towards
understanding an individuals’ behaviour. It provides the basic introduction to various psychological factors that
help to predict the future prospect choices of an individual. We studied a number of papers, supporting the role
of non-intellective constructs in growth of a person. It constitutes the data of the survey carried over 150+ adults
to support the study. Further, the paper identifies (by the means of opinion polling) the requirement of a
recommender system in this area. Finally, we set our thoughts to summarize and conclude the results revealed
by the data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Educational Data Mining (popularly known as EDM) is a growing research area which is interdisciplinary in
nature; majorly focusing on generating methods for analysing data coming from educational environment and its
impact on students learning capability in order to devise the useful changes in learning settings [1]. EDM , at
large, is concerned with studying, researching ,applying and developing automated methods to identify the
patterns in enormous volume of data available from educational field which is otherwise, almost, unfeasible to
extract and detect due to voluminous nature of the data [2]. Educational data mining (EDM) is a field that works
on combination of statistical techniques along with machine-learning concepts and data-mining (DM)
algorithms over the varied educational data. The main purpose is to study and analyze data to resolve research
concerns related to education [3]. Mining of Educational data is a latest emerging trend which can lay a road to
various new horizons in field of education. Therefore, as a result, recent inclination towards mining of student
related database to extract valuable information has emerged. This implementation of warehousing and mining
techniques on such data can help to reveal hidden valuable information and contribute to improvement in
education quality [4]. This technique helps to reveal important and fruitful results about the educational
preferences and future career prospects of an individual.
It is evident, from study revealed in [5] every individual’s learning behaviour depends not only on the academic
growth but also the psychology and various other non-intellective correlates. The proper identification of traits
such as intelligence, attitude, personality and beliefs can be a great help to assist a person for more favourable
career paths comparatively earlier than their own self-exploration. Psychometric tests comprise personality
profiles, motivation questionnaires, reasoning tests and ability assessments. These tests moreover reveal
objective data for otherwise subjective measurements. Factors apart from intelligence may be decisive to precise
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prediction of performance as provided in [6] the relation between intelligence, personality, and interests; also in
[7] it is demonstrated that academic performance is allied with personality traits.
Thus results of EDM over Learning Analytics combined with psychometric data study of individual can prove a
boon to education system. It may not only help to improve the learning process but also can lead to a better fully
exploited education technique which can fetch an overall boost to learner and teaching environment. Also it will
cater the major need of understanding learning pattern and career assistance at early stages of life.
The main objective of this paper is to provide with the insights of educational data mining and non-intellective
correlates. It also identifies the relevance of various psychological factors that can affect in guiding most
favourable options for future aspects of individual. The analysis of non-intellective data along with study of
grade and performance pattern can reveal undiscovered horizon of individual learning and interest. At the end
we have summarized the results for, the survey carried out to explore the need of a recommender system which
can analyse psychological correlation and predict favourable future prospects further.

II. EDUCATIONAL DATA MINING
Data mining, also Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is the field of discovering original and potentially
helpful information from huge data set [8]. The foremost task of data mining is applying various techniques and
algorithms to discover and extort patterns of stored data. These may help in predictive analysis as well as
decision making .Data mining techniques have gain a hand to new areas including neural networks, patterns
recognition, spatial data analysis, image databases and other application fields such as business, economics, and
bioinformatics leaving education as no exception.
The educational data mining community defines, “Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging discipline,
concerned with developing methods for exploring the unique types of data that come from educational settings,
and using those methods to better understand students, and the setting which they learn in”[9]. EDM has gained
quite an attention of researchers; The application of data mining in educational system is an interactive cycle of
hypothesis formation, testing, and refinement [10].
2.1 Methods of EDM
The following are the methods of EDM. These methods are listed as web mining methods, and are quite
prominent in mining web data and in mining other forms of educational data. These categories of educational
data mining methods are largely acknowledged to be universal across types of data mining [11].
1.

Prediction

2.

Clustering

3.

Relationship mining

2.1.1 Prediction
Prediction includes developing a model that can deduce a single aspect of the data known as predicted variable;
from some grouping of other aspects of data called predictor variables. It has two key uses within educational
data mining. Firstly, prediction methods can be used to identify important features of a model for prediction,
giving relevant information about core construct. This technique is basically used to analyze the students’
performance [12]. In second type of usage, the prediction methods are utilized to foresee what the output value
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would be in the contexts when it is not feasible to directly attain a label for that construct [13]. Further,
prediction can be classified into these categories: Classification, Regression and Density estimation.
A classifier is mapping between space X (which can be discrete or continue) and discrete set of labels Y [13].
Classification analysis helps to predict class labels which describes future situation. It is a supervised technique
used for labelling newly encountered, but unlabeled patterns, from a collection of pre-classified already labelled
patterns. Some popular classification methods include logistic regression, support vector machines and decision
trees. Regression technique can also be considered for prediction. In this, the predicted variable is continuous.
Few popular methods of regression within EDM include neural networks, linear regression and support vector
machine regression. Density estimation takes the predicted variable in the form of probability density function.
This estimation can be based on range of kernel functions, together with Gaussian function.
For each of the mentioned prediction methods, the input may vary to be continuous or categorical. The
effectiveness of a particular method depends upon the type of input variable used. Most of the real-world EDM
problems are never simple prediction. Hence, more complex techniques may need to be applied to estimate
future values using amalgamation of various techniques viz. logistic regression, neural networks or decision
trees.
2.1.2 Clustering
Clustering is process of grouping or combining objects into classes of similar objects [14].

This is an

unsupervised categorization or partitioning of patterns, like observations, data items or future vectors, into
classes, clusters or subset based on their vicinity and connectivity inside N-dimensional space. Clustering is
predominantly constructive in the cases where the common categories in the data set haven’t been discovered in
advance. In educational data mining, clustering technique has been utilized to group students as per their
behaviour [15]. The educational institute could also be clustered to find similarities & differences between their
environment and teaching patterns. Some of the well known methods of clustering are k-mean and expectation
maximization algorithm (EM-clustering) [16].
2.1.3 Relationship Mining
Relationship mining has the goal to determine relationships (most strong association amongst with a single
variable of particular interest) variables, in data sets with a huge number of variables. Broadly relationship
mining is classified as: association rule, correlation, sequential pattern, and casual data mining.
Association rule mining discovers associations among attributes in data set, generating if-then constructs
regarding attribute-values [17]. It is an important technique that focuses on extractions, correlations of interest,
repeating patterns, relation or casual structures identified in set of items of the transaction databases. This
technique has been applied to EDM for: discovering students’ mistakes which often occur while solving
exercises [18]; finding out interactions in learners’ behavioural patterns [19]; diagnosing learning problem of
student and offer rectifying advice [20] etc. Correlation mining deals with the goal to find linear correlations
between variables which may positive or negative as well. It is used to discover the most strongly correlated
attributes. Sequential pattern mining yet another technique which is a more restrictive type of association rule
mining. In this accessed item’s order is also taken in consideration. Sequential pattern mining tries to find intersession patterns like the presence of a particular set of items with other set items in a time-ordered set of
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episodes [21]. Sequential pattern can disclose which content has stimulated the access to other content, or how
tools and contents are entangled in the learning process. In [22], Zaine and Luo propose the discovery of useful
patterns based on restrictions, to help educators evaluates students’ activities in web courses. In [23] Paul and
Donnelan discovered and compared with expected behavioural patterns specified by the mentor that portray an
ideal learning path. Casual data mining technique, attempts to identify whether observed construct was the
reason of invocation of another event, either by covariance analysis of two events or from the information of
how one of the events was actually triggered. A casual association can be anecdotal, if a pedagogical incident is
arbitrarily chosen using automated testing, and frequently leads to a optimistic learning result.
2.2 Psychometric factors involved in studying the learning behaviour of individual
Intelligence tests[24][25] taken by age-old methods depict only cognitive capacities of learner, which includes
the ability of individual to represent and manipulate abstract relations[26]. These measures assess individual
capacity. Other psychological correlates can be taken into consideration to clarify how individual subjects are
likely to apply their intellectual capacities[27][28]. Identifying such non-intellective antecedents or correlates of
academic performance has been increased manifold over the past some years [29].Studies have assessed and
identified the role of personality in academic and overall performance [30]. Dispositional traits of
personality(like intelligence) are considered to exert a continuing influence on performance across challenges.
Such traits are genetically mediated and tend to remain relatively stable over time [31]. Research in field of
learning behaviour identification has also highlighted the relevance of domain-specific, motivational
contributions to ones' academic performance [32].It demonstrates that performance-centric beliefs, values, and
goals are “dynamic and contextually bound and that learning strategies can be learned and brought under the
control of the student” [33].Consequently, models predicting academic performance may have to include
expectancies, motivation, goals, as well as use of self-regulatory learning strategies [29][34]. Unlike generally
considered intelligence and personality, these indicators are more malleable and context sensitive [35][36].
We have carried an online survey to identify the importance of such intellective and non-intellective factors. The
survey was performed to analyse the need of recommender system for students to help them take better
decisions regarding studies and career based on their psychological test. They were asked to rate the various
factors on a scale of 1-5; based on its contribution to their learning behaviour and future prospects (includes
studies and career options). The survey was carried over a group of more than 150 individuals and the results are
shown in Table 1.
Factors are as follows:
2.2.1 Background Knowledge (include knowledge gained at home, neighbourhood, and school
environment).
In this parameter, we are getting information regarding his knowledge attain from his/ her school, friends, and
school environment.
2.2.2 Intelligence (includes your IQ level, things learned from books etc)
In this parameter, we are getting information his/ her intelligence level i.e. how quickly he/ she learn the things
come to his/ her contact.
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2.2.3 Personality Traits (like Openness, social mixing, etc)
In this parameter, we are getting information regarding his/ her presentation of issues/ problems/ views before
friends/ relatives and family persons .
2.2.4 Motivation Factors (include focus to achieve goal, inspiration from others)
In this parameter, we are getting information regarding his/ her targets, routes of targets, inspirational
personalities.
2.2.5 Self-Regulatory Learning Strategies (critical thinking, peer learning etc)
In this parameter, we are getting his/ her views regarding the burning topics of societies/ politics/ education and
other problems and how he/ she defends his/ her views also.
2.2.6 Psycho-social Contextual Influences (stress, depression etc)
In this parameter, we are getting information regarding how he/ she face stress situation, stress timing and
depression situation and timing also.
Scale-

Scale-

Scale-

Scale-

Scale-

Total

1

2

3

4

5

Response

Background

1

3

21

52

81

158

Intelligence

2

5

31

58

62

158

Personality Traits

0

4

29

57

68

158

Motivation Factors

1

5

22

55

75

158

3

7

30

57

61

158

15

34

41

47

21

158

Factors

Self-Regulatory
Learning Strategies
Psycho-social
Contextual
Influences

Table 1: Rating of Various Factors on Scale 1-5

Fig 1: Graph comparing various factors based on Table 1
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It can be seen in the results that apart from intelligence other non-intellective factors play equal importance to
the individual’s growth with highest ranking to background and motivational factors. Personality traits stood
next in the line while intelligence and self-regulatory learning strategies played almost equal contribution. This
survey depicts that future prospects of an individual depends on the various factors except the intelligence.
Hence, if other subjective measures can be depicted objectively in some measurable form; they may prove to be
basis for development of a recommender system which can feed all these intellective and non-intellective data
and provide results in the form of future prospects assistance.

III. NEED FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
Since in the above sections, we found the contribution of various factors in Educational Data Mining. We have
conducted survey to analyse need of a recommender system for favourable career assistance based on
psychological study and learning behaviour of individual. This survey depicts the requirement of a
recommender system that can help individual in decision making regarding their choices for future. The result
from analysis of Table 2 shows that if such a recommender system is developed it will prove to be a great
popularity and help to young generation of society who are otherwise confused over multiple choices available
to pursue their career. Hence, EDM combined with psychological correlates and academic indicators will help
the subject to have a better understanding and guidance for the choice to be made at an earlier stage of life. Such
assistance at least can assure that individual has understood all the options based on a measured set of values
rather than just interpreting their own behaviour, which may be affected by various emotional factors than
actually justified factors. Since, human emotions are vulnerable to many influences; this system may help them
to evaluate choices logically with the help of well deduced parameters. The questions and responses are
recorded in the form of graph shown in Table 2.
Question

Response

Do you think the learning success depends more on the
psychological behaviour than intelligence?

Do you think the career of an individual is more affected
by its attitude towards things than grades in exams?

Do you think a recommender system based on
psychological behaviour of an individual will be
beneficial to depict the learning behaviour?
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Do you think the recommender system which can
analyse your learning behaviour will be helpful to take
better decision regarding your future study prospects?

Do you think the recommender system which can
provide you the most favourable career options for you
can be helpful?

Table 2: Survey to analyse need of Recommender System

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The literature review of the previous research studies and results of survey conducted helped us to understand
the importance of non-intellective factors along with intellective constructs towards the growth and
enhancement of the individual. We found that EDM in combination psychological factors as input can reveal
useful assistance information about an individual. At the end, it is revealed by the survey(in Table 2) that such a
recommender system can be developed and prove to be a great help to the young generation in better decision
making about the options available to them for future prospects.
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